Abstract. In this paper we derive objective, in the sense of surface, rates of tensors and we give a correct formulation of a two-dimensional continuum. Furthermore we present objective rates of tensors on the boundary line enclosing the surface under consideration. It can be considered as a first step to derive objective rates for generalized continua as Cosserat continua and Kirchhoff-Love type nonlinear shell theories.
1. Introduction. Objective time derivatives were introduced into the constitutive equations primarily to describe properly the time change of stress and strain tensors. Starting from the pioneering papers of Zaremba [36] and Jaumann [12] , the concept of objective rates has been the subject of several works. Among them the fruitful concept of "convective derivatives" was given by Oldroyd [22] , It can be considered as a method of time differentiation of any tensor field attached to the deformed body, but performed after some mapping into a place where a comparison of different tensors can be made. Since Oldroyd has used the gradient of deformation for the mapping operation, all objective derivatives based on the deformation gradient or its parts are called "convective rates." Special cases are presently known as ZarembaJaumann, Cotter-Rivlin [4] or Rivlin-Ericksen derivatives related to strain rates, and the Truesdell derivative [31] related to stress rates. Additional arguments in favor of the convective derivatives were given by Sedov [25] and Masur [17] . The latter has shown how the Zaremba-Jaumann derivative is connected with that of Oldroyd. Recently, great efforts have been made for a correct formulation of two-dimensional thermomechanics of a curved surface. For many phenomena, like dynamics of a phase interfaces layer [34] , viscoelastic 2-dimensional flow of the products of friction and wear [37] , capillary flow [9] , bubble dynamics [11] , dynamics of a crack [27] , elastoviscoplasticity of thin shells, etc., it is required to define useful constitutive equations. Frequently, the constitutive equations of differential or rate type are used, since they are easier to implement in computer codes than equations of integral type. These phenomenological relations should contain information about the surface geometry as well as objective surface rates both of stresses and strains.
The aim of this paper is to consider a correct formulation of the two-dimensional continuum and to derive objective, but in the sense of surface, rates of tensors.
Our considerations are restricted to convective time derivatives inside of a surface. Furthermore we present objective rates of tensors on the boundary line enclosing the surface under consideration. It seems to us that this is a first step towards deriving objective rates for generalized continua as Cosserat continuum, Kirchhoff-Love type shell theories a. s. o.
Geometry of deformation.
To analyze convective time derivatives we first need a unique description of a process of surface deformation. It will be sufficient to consider only initial and actual configurations of a smooth material surface bounded by a closed and smooth boundary curve (Fig. 1) . According to the notation of Rational Mechanics introduced by Truesdell [31] we use capital letters of the Greek or Latin alphabet to describe the mechanical state of the initial surface and small letters for the actual one [33, §178] .
We assume that the motion of a two-dimensional material continuum is completely described by fields that are parametrized by two Gauss coordinate parameters and the parameter of time. Let the Lagrangian observer use the coordinate system {01 ,jT},X,Q,0=1,2, and the Eulerian observer the coordinate system {6° , t}, o , (o, <p = 1, 2 . The Lagrangian (T) and Eulerian (t) time coordinates represent, of course, the same physical parameter, what leads to T = t T = 1 during an exchange of the observer. It is a matter of pure differential geometry to describe an internal as well as external property of a two-dimensional Riemannian continuum ^ embedded into the threedimensional Euclidean space. Let 6(6", t) be its position vector and
the covariant base vectors. The orientation of ^ is determined by the unit normal vector a3 = a, x a2/a . The basic notions of first and second fundamental form and related formulae can be recalled as [35] era) a w , . 2 ?a> co aoco = ao-*u' a =a a , a = deXaow = aua22-an, da = a-aCT,
where / is half of the sum of the principal curvatures and is frequently called the "mean curvature" and / is the product of the principal curvatures, generally called the "specific curvature." Besides, the following Gauss-Weingarten relations hold:
where y® are the Christoffel coefficients. Other well-known relations will be mentioned as required in the course of the paper. In contrary to the 3-D continuum where the identity tensor 1 in the three-dimensional space cannot be distinguished for Lagrangian and Eulerian description, here the 2-D identity tensors A and a are different, but 1 = A + A3 ® A3 = a + a3 ® a3. Weatherburn's index free notation has been developed further by Gurtin and Murdoch [10] , where additional results can be found.
The complete information about the surface deformation J? -► /% can be given by the surface gradient of deformation defined as two-point tensor f{da, t, 01, T) = Trade = 6 s ® AZ = (z''(0<T)z/)iJ; ® A1 = Ga^a® A1 (2.5) and its inverse r'(0ff, t, 0Z, T) = yrad0 = 0 = 0ZffAs®aff. (2.6)
The above definitions are in agreement with the general ansatz to describe the deformation via two-point tensors [33, §17] , However, if for any reason we prefer the Lagrangian or Eulerian one-point description, it may be performed through an appropriate use of the displacement vector /(9a , t) = X(0Z, T) (Fig. 1) . Then, a convective base az(0n, T) = 0 z + X z on the surface m and a convective base Act(0w, t) = 6 a+x g on the surface are induced. Also, the deformation gradient and its inverse become one-point measures f(0L, T) = a£ ® A1, i~\ea , t) = ACT®aff, (2.7)
which will be discussed in detail in §7.1.
It is remarkable that for the Jacobian of deformation
and for the gradients of deformation (2.5) and (2.6), the 2-D analogies of the EulerNeumann formula [31, §13] are valid: Aiv(7'TT) -0, <5ivO_1fT) = 0, (2.9)
whereas ff~'=a, f~'f=A.
In analogy to the 3-D proposition of Cauchy concerning the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into rotation and stretch, we postulate the polar decomposition f=Vr = rU, (2.10) where U = V?f, V = VfP are understood as the 2-D stretch tensors and r as the 2-D orthogonal rotation tensor. The first measure of deformation can be defined similarly to that in the Cauchy continuum as some kind of subtraction of the two matrices a and A after lifting to the same point:
r(e*. T) = i(f\f-A) = a".
= 5(a-rTAf"') = ®.".
As a result, the surface membrane strain tensors are obtained, where T corresponds in 3-D continuum to the Green-St. Venant strain tensor and y to the Almansi-Hamel strain tensor [31, §15] .
The second possible surface deformation measures do not exist within the Euclidean space, because they describe the change of the internal property of the Riemannian surface. Thus, the symmetric surface tensors, able to describe such changes, can be the functions of curvature [26] K(0<1>, T) = -(fTbf-B) = -{0\eaabata -fi,o)AS ® A", k{q9 , t) = -(b -rTBr*) = -{baw -â nd bicurvature M(0\ T) = ±(fVf-B2) = MxnAZ® An, fi(ea, t) = i(b2 -rVr1) = May ® aw.
(2.12) (2.13)
As the 2-D analogue of Cauchy's dynamic postulate, we introduce a set of symmetric surface stress measures n(0" , 0 = rcaa\ ® aw, m(0' , t) = m™aCT ® aw, 1(0" , 0 = ® aw, (2.14) the membrane stress, moment and bi-moment tensors, which are work-conjugate to the strain measures y , k , and ft. However, from the point of a Lagrangian observer three symmetric surface tensors of second Piola-Kirchhoff type can be postulated also [26] ,rxn. . ^0 0 .
(2.15) yy , naturally work-conjugated to the strain measures T, K, M. If follows from (2.13) that n as well as M is determined by y , T and k , K, respectively. However, a possible elimination of // and M is not convenient, especially not in the context of a 3-D analysis. 3 . Active and passive transformations. From the pure geometrical point of view, the gradient of surface deformation f realizes the lifting between the tangent spaces attached to the same material point on the two differential manifolds and m, respectively. If n(6", t) represents a second-order tensor field on the manifold m (more precisely, on a tangent space), which describes any physical property, then as a result of the lifting by the two-point (in the sense of space and time) tensor f we obtain four new tensor fields attached to and <ic>=f <K>f , (3.2) together with the condition of balanced field density, j = 1 . The operation (3.1) preserves symmetry properties and invariant requirements. The lifts of tensor fields by f carry over the trace of the tensor product of two tensors, tr(ny) for instance, only if one tensor is contravariantly and the second covariantly lifted. This last property is fundamental for the determination of appropriate stress measures (see Macveau [16] ). Comparing (3.2) and the definitions (2.11) and (2.13) we obtain the contravariant lift rule for stress measures M | = jf~1 j m i f~T and j J = j~'f j M J fT, (3, 3) whereas j = det f is used for the balance of stress field density. Within the framework of 3-D continuum, relations such as (3.2) are known as Cosserat mapping [3] and (3.3) as symmetric Piola-Kirchhoff mapping [31, §26] , The formulae are independent of the question: which components of tensors are actually visualized or used for the calculation?
We also consider tensor fields lifted via another two-point tensor, which is connected with the deformation gradient: the orthogonal rotation tensor r according to (2.10) . The rules for the corotational lift are identical with (3.1) when f is replaced I t by r. Since r = r , it follows from (3.1) that the difference between the covariant, contravariant, and mixed lifts vanishes and the lift becomes a rigid mapping. Therefore we shall call it the rigid lift of tensor fields. Additionally, if f = fT then the rigid lift becomes the identical operation. Also, the rigid lift preserves all algebraic operations such as multiplication, trace, invariants, symmetry, etc. Both operations of lifting of tensor fields that were discussed above belong to the class of active transformations.
It means that as a result of the transformation we obtain a really new physical object described by a new tensor field. The second class belongs to the passive transformations connected with the same physical state but measured by a transformed observer. A known example of a special observer transformation is the "mapping by a shifter." The shifter represents the base multiplication: g°j_ = a" • Aj., giJ1 -aCT • Az , which allows us to describe the same object but referred to different observers: n = « a,®aa = n ga. gw. Az®An.
(3.4) Such a kind of passive transformation has been discussed by Naghdi and Wainwright [19] , where the active and passive transformations are used with an equal status. Similar effects also can be introduced by applying the kinematically preferred coordinate transformations [30] ,
We want to point out that the notion of "lifting of tensor fields" that was introduced above includes as a particular case the mappings called pull-back/push-forward operations, performed via the "induced gradient" f only. Since the formulae (3.1) are also applicable to such two-point tensors as those of Eqs. (8.3) and (8.17), the notion "lift of tensors" seems to be more adequate.
4. Material derivative. Conceptually contrary to the previously discussed notions of passive and active transformations, there exists the notion of an exchange of coordinate systems.
Numerically, the same object described by a tensor or vector can be represented as a different function of a Lagrangian (0Z, T) or an Eulerian (6a, t) coordinate system. An important example is the displacement vector, represented in two possible ways, x{6a, t) = X(0Z, T) ( Fig. 1 ). Its temporal change gives a proper measure of velocity. The velocity is defined as the time rate of change of the displacement for a given particle V(0S, T) = -^-X, , (4.1)
whereas <9,/, cannot be recognized as a velocity measured by the Eulerian ob10=const server. The velocity v(0a, t) -V(0 , T) in terms of Eulerian coordinates can be found first by replacing (6° , t) in / by (0Z, T) and performing the material derivative (4.1) and then by reexchanging the coordinates [33, §72] , In this paper, for 2-D problems, we shall adopt the concept of a separation of the velocity \(6a, t) into two parts: the first one is the relative velocity q(6a , t) = q9 a. , q9 = d d9 / d T\e=comt of the particle with respect to an arbitrary reference system (6", t), and the second one is a velocity of transport p(6°, t) -p9+ p3a3 of the (6° , t) frame itself. The above split, introduced by Naghdi and Wainwright [19] is extremely significant for moving surfaces where the relative velocity is represented only by a surface vector. Therefore the material derivative of an arbitrary tensor O(0Z, T) -</>(0CT, t) is calculated by using the relative velocity^
The right-hand side of (4.2) is known as the substantial derivative and in hydrodynamics is frequently denoted by the symbol
where dt/dT = 1 . Since q"da<f) = yrad0q = qyradT </>, the relation (4.3) may be rewritten in index free form. Also, we accept here the simplified, often used notation, 4>, for the material derivative instead of D/Dt. Thus, taking into account the above settlements, we express (4.3) in the final form These formulae are similar to the Gauss-Weingarten ones (2.2). Therefore, the coefficients (^), (^) may be called the time symbols. The corresponding 3-D symbols were introduced by Naghdi and Wainwright [19] , With (4.5)-(4.7), we obtain further
= -\fajA ( 0°x ^a + 2 6\ dwq°^j = jv°\a = jSivv.
To establish the material time derivative of a surface tensor, the procedure of material time derivative should be applied simultaneously to components and dyadic base h = 0 aw = (d,naw + q'n™)*a® aw
= {D/Dt)n'Ja. <8> a;-
(4.8)
It may be observed immediately that the material time derivative destroys the tensor character of n and that n loses its surface property because it possesses components in the normal direction too. This is one of the main objections against a simple adoption of the three-dimensional rules.
Having distinguished between the material derivative of components and base, the material derivative of the deformation gradient f (2.5) is expressed as f = ® A* = faq'S1, + ' a, 0 A1 = 6\ (g°/o + ( ' )) a.. ® A1 and, simultaneously,
5. Convective rates of surface tensors. As we mentioned previously,we restrict ourselves to the consideration of objective rates induced by the convective lifts of tensor fields. Therefore we remain in the domain of the validity of Oldroyd's concept and our numerous results presented in this section have their three-dimensional analogue. Nevertheless, since a surface possesses its own specification, our aim is the definition of surface rates starting from a more fundamental concept.
Since the pioneering paper of Oldroyd [22] , it is known that the four possibilities of lift of tensor field (3.1) induce also four possible convective derivatives. According to tradition, we shall reserve the superposed pyramid (A) for covariant convective derivative and superposed "inverse pyramid" (J) for contravariant one. We recall that the names of "contra-" and "covariant" have nothing to do with components of tensors, which means that the formulae look identical in any holonomic base.
Putting, for the moment, the coefficient of balance of field density equal to one, [3] as well as by Murnaghan [18] . The greatest advantage of these covariant rates is their linear dependence on the velocity gradient.
The objective covariant acceleration can be calculated by repeating the procedure If we are looking for another objective rate that is conserving the symmetry property but simultaneously eliminating the difference between contra-and covariant rates, then we take the symmetric part of (5.1), and (5.2)2 and obtain (j = 1)
n = j(n + n) = j(n + n) = ana + j(/ a -aA)n + jn(a/ -/ a) = ana -a>Qn + na»(J, the definition of a surface derivative of Zaremba-Jaumann type. In (5.7) the surface vorticity tensor o)0 = -coil = <±>0e = j(aA -ATa), e = (-lxl)a3, e2--a, (5.8)
was introduced in a natural way. With respect to the property of the skew-symmetry of eT = -e , this tensor has only one independent component a>0 . A few previous works, among them Guo [8] and Truesdell and Tupin [33, §148] , introduced the Zaremba-Jaumann derivative using other primary arguments. Especially Guo [8] very highly appreciated the role of the Zaremba-Jaumann derivative and made the original effort for a generalization of this notion. In light of his result the Zaremba-Jaumann derivative belongs to the class of "constitutive derivatives." Only now do we know about the serious faults of it, for example, the oscillation of stresses in the plane shear problem.
The surface derivatives of Zaremba-Jaumann type of the Almansi-Hamel strain measures are y = aya -ioay + ycwn = <L -8ny -ydn , □ k -a/ca -ojqk + kio0 = Sl-Sqk -/c<50, (5-9) p = a>/a -a>0/i + fiio0 = S2-S0/j -/iSQ, a = 0.
It may be observed that without causing ambiguity all these convective rates can be collected into one family of convective derivatives Dm -^-n = aha -a»0n + na>0 + m{&Qn + n<SQ), (5.10) where for /n = -1, m, -1, m. = 0 the covariant, contravariant, Zaremba-Jaumann derivatives are particular cases. Another convective derivative is induced by the rigid lift of tensors using in (5.1) the rotation tensor r. In this case no difference between contravariant, covariant, and mixed derivatives can be observed: r T(rTnr)r 1 = r(r 'nr)rT = n = n.
(5.11)
If by = a(rr )a = , no = -Sl0 we denote the surface material spin tensor, then "the rigid Zaremba-Jaumann" derivative (5.11) is evaluated as n = aha -SiQn + nS2Q.
(5.12)
Since, according to the polar decomposition (2.10), the following relation holds: co0 = + jar(U U~' -U_1 U)ra, (5.13) the material spin £i0 differs, in general, from co(), and therefore " = y + (a>0-S20)y + y(«0-cu0), 5 = 0. (5.14)
Yet another possibility follows if the stretch U is used in the process of lifting of tensor fields (3.1). To determine such a derivative we first observe that instead of U rather a combination of the two-point tensors f and r should be applied. From However, B = 0 leads to a Zaremba-Jaumann type of derivative and such case was introduced by Green and Mclnnis [7] in the 3-D context. 6 . Objective rates in the constitutive equations. Before considering constitutive relations for surfaces, we want to recall some early results of continuum mechanics.
Natanson [20] was probably the first who gave a rigorous three-dimensional extension of the Maxwell model of viscoelasticity. In the period 1892-1903 the main goal of Natanson's efforts was to give a rigorous mathematical foundation of irreversible thermodynamics.
In particular, he tried to describe the old Helmholtz concept of a unification of thermodynamics, electrodynamics, and continuum mechanics. In 1896 he proposed a "thermokinetic variational principle" as the foundation of the Helmholtz unified field theory. Therefore, starting to work on the Maxwell model, Natanson looked for other applications of his principle. Keeping in mind the requirements of irreversible thermodynamics, he made serious efforts toward a split of mechanical properties of deformable continuum into reversible and irreversible parts. In particular, he considered "the relaxed state" connected with some kind of "time irreversible derivative." Not solving this ambitious program, he investigated finally a linearized, superposable model of a spring and a dashpot.
The nonlinear improvement of the three-dimensional Maxwell model has been given by Zaremba [37] , who replaced the material time derivative of stress tensors by a derivative of the type (5.7). Natanson appreciated this solution positively as the first step towards a finite viscoelasticity. However, from the point of view of irreversible thermodynamics, Zaremba's solution was unsatisfactory-in Zaremba's objective derivative both irreversible and reversible agendae take part equally. Natanson did not accept the "corotational" derivative and he, up to the end, preferred his thermodynamic point of view.
Irreversible thermodynamics was also the departure point for a paper of Eckart [6] . He introduced a decomposition of the rate of strain tensor into anelastic and elastic parts associated with a local relaxation. Unfortunately, the thermodynamical line of Natanson-Eckart has not been generally accepted in the field of Rational Thermodynamics. In particular, Truesdell [31, §22] has commented that the name of "anelasticity tensor" is an "unhappy term" and interpreted it as "a reference rate tensor." Nevertheless, numerous theories based on different concepts of a relaxed, intermediate state are still subjects of actual research. Recently, within the framework of finite elastoplasticity, the irreversible objective time derivative has been proposed by Stumpf [29] , In turn, Zaremba's solution was developed and applied by Jaumann [12] first and later revindicated and fully justified within the framework of Rational Mechanics in Noll's dissertation [21] , This "corotational" derivative, but in Jaumann's version, has been proposed for plasticity also by Prager [24] , Independent of a controversial discussion about the Zaremba-Jaumann derivative, a quite different approach to constructing the Maxwell model was considered by Truesdell [31, § §56, 81; 32] . Overcoming the original Natanson line towards a finite viscoelasticity, Truesdell as a starting point uses an assumption about a linear superposition of elastic and viscotic agendae ("superposition theories"). In Truesdell's proposition an elastic element (spring) should be described by a hypoelastic constitutive equation satisfying simultaneously Cauchy's flux principle and the objectivity requirements. Taking where, in our 2-dimensional version, n is the derivative (5.2) and lE , nE are moduli of elasticity. Note that this formula connects the contravariant rate of Cauchy type stress tensor and the covariant rate of Almansi-Hamel strain tensor. According to our remark that the trace of the product of two tensors remains ta .
• unchanged under simultaneous lift of both tensors, for example tr(ny) = tr(Nr), Truesdell [21] replace n, m by n, m and n, m, respectively. In light of our previous discussion, we do not agree with both formulations.
7. Special cases. In Sec. 4 we introduced the general concept of a decomposition of the absolute velocity v into a relative velocity q with respect to the reference frame (6a , t) and the velocity of transport p of the frame itself. Now we want to consider two special cases. 7.1. Hencky convective coordinates. When the moving system moves in common with the surface, {6a , t} becomes the convected system, da = , t = T and [8] q = 0, p = v. For the 3-D continuum, Lehmann [15] pointed out the surprising form of (7.6), depending on the symmetric part <50 and not on the antisymmetric part co0 . Note that the relative simple form of Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7) is compensated by the presence of [26] Q ,-,£2 £2A / x / -» o \ Ztf) = ^Z<1> a (^AZ|<J> ^'<I>AjZ ^ZO|a) ' (7*8) the "deformed" Christoffel symbols in the computation of the velocity gradient v^(l = z <d z v,n~v y*n-7.2. Motionless reference space. When the reference space is motionless and the system {6a , t} is fixed, the velocity consists of two parts, namely, p{9° , t) = p\,, q(d" , t) = q"aa. The formulae (7.10) and (7.11) are identical with those presented by Povstenko and
Podstigach [23] . ' to = n,w Km' and a function of time with the material time derivatives (4.8) and (4.7). Nevertheless, it is an open question: how do we construct a three-dimensional objective derivative by using only well-defined surface quantities like A , SQ , <5, , d2 , o>0 ? Since the discrepancy of dimensions cannot be removed, there exists some kind of arbitrariness in passing from two to three dimensions. It can be seen that a simple model follows from an extension of the gradient of deformation f to a three-dimensional one, (8.5) are determined by using also other parameters than the velocity gradient. Now keeping in mind the properties of the above-mentioned problem, let us go to the boundary. Here, similar to the above-discussed stress tensor (8.1), the difference between dimension of the surface stress tensor n U ,t) = n a ® a + n "(a ® v + v ® a J -I-n""v ® v (8.7)
and the dimension of the base manifold, i.e., the boundary curve ^ = d/n , is equal to one. Therefore the analogous level of arbitrariness may be observed. Let us first recall the geometrical relations associated with the boundary. Let ^ = dm, be any regular closed boundary curve parameterized by its arc length a (Fig. 1) . Then {a^, u , a3} is its Darboux orthogonal triad a 2-D tensor expressed in terms of four independent quantities. Finally, for a surface tensor of type (8.7) and a = aji8>aj + i/®i/, after using (8.14), (8.15) , and (5.1)t 2 we obtain the contra-and covariant objective derivatives n2(j , t) = aha -aA*n -nl*Ta, n2(^ , t) = ana + A*Tn + id*. (8.19) The formulae (8.19 ) describe the objective derivatives for a generalized model of 1-D continuum.
It is an open question; how do we find a generalized model of the line whose velocity and v will be described as material derivatives of four parameters? It seems that the best candidate for such a model is the Kirchhoff line [13] . This line is thought of as generalized 1-D continuum with three components of displacement /(^, t) and one component of the rotation vector y/(<t ,t) = . It is also possible to express the four velocity parameters v(^, t), t) as functions of the material derivative of the generalized displacements % and \j/ . These relations will be discussed elsewhere
